Assignment agreement for a certificate
Instructions:
-

Get acquainted with the expert rules either on the internet sites of Suomen Filatelistiliitto
www.filatelisti.fi or contact the expert in charge of your specified field and ask him to send you the rules
in written.

-

Read carefully especially paragraphs 4, 5 and 10 which refer to the rights and obligations of both
parties.

.

After you have studied the rules, contact the respective expert and agree with him all details: time table,
way submitting the item(s), returning the item(s) etc.

.

Print, fill and sign the assignment agreement below, and attach it with your dispatch.

The assignment will not be done without this assignment agreement.
The fees to the members of the Philatelic Federation of Finland are following:
stamp or a group of stamps: 20€ if the value of the object is below 200€, 40€ if the value is below 1000€
and 60€ when the value is over 1000€.
if the object is a postal item: 30€ if the value is below 200e, 60€ if the value is below 1000€and 90€
when the value is over 1000€,
The above fees are doubled for a person who is not a member of the Philatelic Federation of Finland.
In addition to these fees the expert has the right to charge copying, execution and dispatch expenses always in a
recommended or insured letter. The expert will charge also VAT if he is VAT-liable. The Assignment
agreement shall always follow your dispatch. The value of an item is a value given by a special stamp
catalogue or the expert may use market values, especially in case of postal items.

__________________________________________________________________________
Assignment agreement for a certificate
I………………………………………………have got acquainted with the expert rules of the Philatelic
Federation of Finland and will be committed to them.
I have submitted
............................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................item(s) for a certificate.
(If need be: continue on reverse side)
Place and date:………………………………………………._______/______20____
Signature and name (in block letters)…………………………………………………..
Telephone:……………………………………………………………………………..
E-mail:…………………………………………………………………………………
Address:……………………………………………………………………………….
Postal code, city and country:………………………………………………………….
Add this to your dispatch and it will be for the expert!

